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Introduction

Regulatory Assistance Project
RAP is a non-profit organization, formed in 1992, that 

provides workshops and education assistance to state 
government officials on electric utility regulation. RAP 
is funded by the Energy Foundation and the US DOE.

Richard Sedano was Commissioner of the Vermont 
Department of Public Service, 1991-2001, and 
presently serves on the Montpelier Planning 
Commission



RGGI - Regional 
Greenhouse Gas Initiative

Regional effort begun 2004 to control           
Utility Sector Carbon Emissions

Led by state air regulators of 9 states
Joined by state utility regulators & energy off.
Generators
Public interest groups
RAP – technical advisor funded by Pew Charitable 
Trust

Initial model: SOx program based on allowances
To be implemented by rule (w/o legislation?)



Key Lessons
If energy efficiency is best strategy to 
control carbon emissions…

Then system design should include energy 
efficiency as a fundamental element,
Energy efficiency should not be an “add on”

Challenge for air regulators and utility 
regulators to communicate and collaborate
Regional system challenged by “leakage”
Fear of hit to electric prices palpable



RGGI Facts
Seven states

Two dropped out late, perhaps they will return
They were concerned primarily about rate effects
Two observers, perhaps they will join later

Implementation: CY 2009
Regional Carbon Cap; allowances allocated to states

Allocation blends attention to smokestacks and consumers
Regional Cap would drop from 2015 to 2019

Cap and trade system
Applies to electric sector (easily regulated) (25+ MW)
Modeled after national SOx program



Allowance Allocation: 
A Compromise

SOx model allocates allowances to existing 
generators (expectations >>> entitlement)

Smokestack controls don’t work for carbon
If energy efficiency is best strategy, giving 
allocation to generators does nothing but give 
generators a windfall
Auction (dismissed early on)
Allocation to load gives “load” a chance to 
determine most efficient compliance strategy



December 2005 MOU
Regional cap (2009) not too hard to meet

Shortages and excesses possible, rules not yet 
written
Generators must accumulate enough allowances

A central administrator
Consumer allocation of 25%, minimum

Raises funds for “consumer benefit or strategic 
energy purposes”
Balance goes to generators needing allowances



December 2005 MOU
Three year compliance period
Annual reports of emissions
Approach does not inherently favor any low 
carbon resources (up to state 
implementation)



What’s Next
Resolving details on leakage and offsets
More modeling

Refining electric rate effects given leakage and 
offset outcomes

States implementation
most require legislation (VT in 2006 – See H. 
860, the rest of the states in 2007 or 2008)



Key Regional 
Implementation Issues

Leakage
Offsets
Price Cap/Safety Valve, Trigger
Banking allowed
Early Reduction Credit allowed at state 
discretion



This is Leakage



Leakage
Generation outside the region and not 
subject to the program
Is purchased by in-region load servers
Bypassing the cost and purpose of the 
program
What effect does carbon leakage have?
A national program would have no leakage
Working group to report by end of 2007



Offsets
Some flexibility makes some sense

Carbon is carbon – MOU allows 3.3% offsets
Incremental – would not have happened anyway
Outside utility sector

Offsets can be hard to verify, especially as 
they get farther from the region

Offset use limited, with high standards
Geographic limits soften if price gets too high



Eligible Offsets
Capture of landfill methane
Reduced SF6 emissions from transformers
Non-electric end use efficiency
Aforestation
Avoided farm methane
Avoided natural gas losses



Price Cap
Extensive modeling to estimate allowance 
price and regional economic effect
Safety valves at $7 and $10 (rolling average)

Bend, not break the system
Cap goes up temporarily
Offset range broadens temporarily
Return to normal when prices drop



Key State 
Implementation Issues

Allocation to Load
Who represents the consumer? (load server?)
If allowances are turned into money on behalf 
of the consumer, for what purposes is the 
money to be used?
Proportion greater than 25%?

Division of environmental and utility 
responsibility
Most states need legislation



Energy Efficiency
Modeling shows clearly that energy 
efficiency investments lower the cost of 
RGGI

Would be particularly good if money distilled 
from consumer allocation buys new efficiency
Model: Significant increase in energy 
efficiency and associated economic stimulus 
means RGGI has a net positive economic effect



Complementary Work on 
the Left Coast

Consumer allocation to load is adopted in 
California (see PUC Decision 06-02-032) 
Oregon climate process also favoring 
allocation to load, WA & NM engaging too
Key: tons are tradable (a ton is a ton)

Not essential that the allocation basis is the 
same

Long range possibility: a national system



Thanks for your attention

rapsedano@aol.com
http://www.raponline.org
RAP Mission: RAP is committed to fostering 
regulatory policies for the electric industry 
that encourage economic efficiency, protect 
environmental quality, assure system 
reliability, and allocate system benefits fairly 
to all customers.


